
FELTED SNOWPERSON AND STICK HORSE SUPPLY LIST:
 

Feel free to bring pictures to work with. These can be Christmas cars, storybooks, photos 
from a website, photos of a horse you want to create or even your own sketches.

1.

A piece of foam to work on or even a folded bathtowel to use as your work pad. Rigid 
foam insula�on also works great – a 15”x15” =/- piece would be perfect. The thickness is 
not overly cri�cal but it should be at least 1” thick.

2.

Tiny holiday embellishments such as candy canes, mini-strands of fake lights, mini 
strands of fake evergreen, small ornaments, mini-wildlife pieces (deer, bunnies, birds, 
etc.)

3.

If you want your snowperson to be a special character such as a cowboy feel free to 
bring small items to incorporate into this ornament – �ny bandana or piece of a 
bandana, lariat, etc.

4.

I will have pieces of scarves to incorporate into your ornament if you wish. They can also 
be cut to become a shawl. If you do knit or crochet and want to make a scarf to use it 
should be rela�vely thin and approximately 1”x6-7”. A bit longer will also work but isn’t 
necessary. If you knit a scarf maybe you will want to also make a very �ny stocking cap 
and then make your snowman to fit! If you do not knit, don’t worry – there will be 
plenty of fiber and colors to choose from so you can felt your own hat directly on your 
crea�on.

5.

I will bring s�cks for the s�ck horse but if you have any extra feel free to bring them 
along. They should be ¼” in diameter or less and 5-6” long. Ribbon and fiber for the 
mane and horse will be provided.

6.

Fiber for the snowperson will be provided – also for eyes, carrot nose, arms (fiber and 
wire), boots, hats, hair etc.

7.


